Several recent experiments on three-dimensional topological insulators claim to observe a large charge current-induced non-equilibrium ensemble spin polarization of electrons in the helical surface state. We present a comprehensive criticism of such claims, using both theory and experiment: First, we clarify the interpretation of quantities extracted from these measurements by deriving standard expressions from a Boltzmann transport equation approach in the relaxation-time approximation at zero and finite temperature to emphasize our assertion that, despite high in-plane spin projection, obtainable current-induced ensemble spin polarization is minuscule. Secondly, we use a simple experiment to demonstrate that magnetic field-dependent open-circuit voltage hysteresis (identical to those attributed to current-induced spin polarization in topological insulator surface states) can be generated in analogous devices where current is driven through thin films of a topologically-trivial metal. This result ipso facto discredits the naive interpretation of previous experiments with TIs, which were used to claim observation of helicity, i.e. spin-momentum locking in the topologicallyprotected surface state.
The prospect of electrically generating spin-polarized charge carriers without using ferromagnetic metals has intrigued the spintronics community for several years. [1] Possible schemes to achieve this end include spin-Hall effect [2, 3] and current-induced spin polarization [4, 5] in materials with strong spin-orbit coupling.
The recent discovery of topological insulators (TIs) has fueled interest in attempts to meet this challenge. In these TI materials, spin-orbit interaction is so strong that it leads to an inverted bandgap, necessitating the existence of gapless 2-dimensional states at the isolated surface of a three-dimensional bulk. As shown in Fig. 1(a) , these states have a linear dispersion E = ± kv F near the degeneracy (or 'Dirac') point and ideally have a helical spin orientation k ×ẑ. This rigid relationship between k and spin is often dubbed "spin-momentum locking".
At equilibrium, the opposite group velocities for antiparallel spins in this simple model has been said to result in a perfectly-polarized (and "dissipationless") "spin current". [6] However, the relevance of this putative spin current to the goals of realizing useful devices is questionable at best, since it is no more physical than the equally "dissipationless" surface charge current on a magnetized solid. [7] Neither can be coupled to other materials to do useful work.
In addition to this sterile surface spin current polarization, deviations from the ideal in-plane spin orientation result from out-of-plane contributions to the effective spin-orbit fields, lowering their intrinsic state "polarization". [8] For example, threefold rotational symmetry in Bi 2 Se 3 leads to a hexagonal warping [9] due to a spin-orbit coupling similar to Dresselhaus spin splitting in some 2-dimensional semiconductors with the same rotational symmetry. [10] This non-ideal spin texture is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1(b) .
Either of these spin "polarizations" can easily be confused with the density spin polarization that accompanies momentum asymmetry, induced by driving a real charge
Spin-polarized dispersion of the gapless surface states in a generic three-dimensional topological insulator, showing out-of-equilibrium occupied states at zero temperature in an electric field along x. Outer surface shading in red is proportional to spin-up component, inner shading in blue is proportional to spin-down in a y-axis spin basis. The equilibrium Fermi surface is shown as a dashed circle parallel to the kx − ky plane, with ideal spin orientation shown in green arrows. (b) In real TI systems, the in-plane spin projection is reduced by out-of-plane canting, leading to a non-unity polarization PSS. current through the occupied surface states. [11, 12] Unlike the surface spin current, this spin polarization may conceivably be coupled to an external material for spintronic purposes. [13] The possibility of using the current-induced spin polarization in the surface states has motivated many recent experiments. By measuring the open-circuit voltage on a ferromagnetic contact [14] , claims of surface state spin polarizations in the range 20-80% have been made. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] If this is indeed an ensemble spin density polarization induced by the flow of current (whether from surface or bulk states), these values would establish TIs as a viable arXiv:1603.03422v4 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci] 10 Jun 2016 means for producing spin-polarized electrons without ferromagnetic elements, so long as the power dissipation from the necessary current flow is tolerated. [20] Which spin polarization has been measured (if at all)? The current-induced spin polarization (a property of the nonequilibrium ensemble) or the intrinsic in-plane spin projection of the states themselves? [8, 9] Due to the accumulation of similar experiments reported in the literature, and prevalence of ambiguous spin polarization claims associated with this method, we find it essential to examine a realistic and well-supported model. The purpose of the present manuscript is therefore to provide both an explanation of the elementary theory, and a simple experiment on a trivial conductor which together clarify the meaning and veracity of previous claims. We show that even if the in-plane spin projection (the intrinsic spin "polarization") is of the order of unity, the maximal ensemble spin polarization is minuscule. Our experiments with topologically trivial Au thin films indicate that even if driven charge currents have indeed induced spin polarization, spin-momentum locking in a topologically non-trivial surface state is by no means a necessary condition.
Total current-A charge current density j induced by an electric field E x distorts the zero-temperature oc-
eτ Ex is determined by algebraic solution of the linear Boltzmann equation) is responsible for the nonzero current density j, where τ is the momentum scattering time. We can calculate it via
Spin density-As schematically shown by red and blue shading in Fig. 1 , the spin wavefunction of a given TI surface state in the y-basis, assuming the simplest twoband model with 100% in-plane spin polarization, is
To calculate the spin density, we can thus sum the probability | χ| ↑ | 2 of finding each of these states with spin-up
The result for spin-down density is similarly
The current-induced spin density polarization is thus
The Fermi wavevector k F is set by the equilibrium charge density, whereas ∆k x is determined by Eqn. 1. This allows us to write
Note that in terms of the drift velocity
4π . Thus we can equivalently write
, consistent with the assertion in item (4) on p. 3 of Ref 13 .
Already from Eqn. 2 we can see that Bi 2 Se 3 is particularly disadvantaged for generating current-induced spin polarization. Even if electron-(acoustic)phonon coupling is weak, strong coupling to an optical phonon with energy E op = 8 meV [21] will limit ∆k x . Attempts to force the system beyond this bottleneck with ever larger electric fields will only cause energy dissipation via Joule heating which leads to the creation of thermal bulk carriers that dilute the contribution of the surface state to the net current. Thus, with a metallic sample having a chemical potential F in the conduction band, the upper limit for spin polarization is E op / F 8meV/300meV ≈ 3%. Open circuit voltage-Transport experiments designed to measure the surface state spin polarization ultimately must relate it to the open-circuit voltage V of a ferromagnetic metal (FM) in contact with the TI across a tunnel barrier. This voltage is present to maintain zero net current through the interface, subject to a k-dependent con-
By writing the interfacial current using Ohm's law
we can solve for the induced open-circuit voltage
where
is the "effective spin polarization of the ferromagnetic-barrier couple" [22] , which approaches the bulk ferromagnet spin polarization P F M in the thick barrier limit. Using Eqn. 2, we can then re-write Eqn. 5 as
Note that the quantity in parenthesis
has units of a fundamental charge current unrelated to the surface current density j. Here, we have assumed perfect spin polarization of the surface states themselves (i.e. states with opposite k can be expressed as spin up and down); accounting for deviations from this condition, as when considering a model with more than just two bands, [8, 9, 23] involves inclusion of an intrinsic surface state spin polarization factor P SS in Eqn. 6. This quantity is a measure of the average in-plane spin projection of states near the chemical potential, as shown in Fig. 1(b) .
Other than an errant factor of π and approximation of P f b with P F M , our result Eqn. 6 is consistent with the first equation of Ref. 24 , which is often used in the analysis of open-circuit voltage spin detection experiments on TIs. In that paper, the authors assert an expression equivalent to
where we simply use our variable definitions and j = I/W , where I is total charge current and W is the width of the FM/TI interface transverse to the current flow. This equation is also consistent up to a factor of 2 with the expression given in Ref. 25 . Any such trivial deviations with prior results from others' works are irrelevant to the main message of the theoretical part of this paper, which follows. The surface state polarization (i.e. in-plane spin projection) P SS extracted from measurements of ∆V in this way have values of 0.2-0.8. [15] [16] [17] [18] However, one must remember that this is not the current-induced spin polarization P CI given in Eqn. 3, which is typically two orders of magnitude smaller. As we calculate below in the Discussion, it is far too small to establish the viability of ". . . using TIs as spin polarized sources for spintronic devices at ambient temperatures" [16] .
Finite Temperature-Our zero temperature model is limited to the linear response regime where we expect ohmic transport. Eqn. 3 is still correct at finite temperature T , but the current density (Eqn. 1) and the current-induced spin polarization (Eqn. 2) are modified by the necessity to integrate over the gradient of FermiDirac distribution f , yielding a quantity
where β = 1/k B T and F is the chemical potential. Then,
The appropriate zero-temperature expressions are clearly recovered in the β F → ∞ limit. Furthermore, at nonzero temperatures the current-induced spin polarization is slightly enhanced: for β F = 1, P CI from Eqn. 9 is ≈30% larger than the zero-temperature result (Eqn.
2) at the same value of ∆k x . Note that this may require substantial increase in the electric field E x since the relaxation time τ is likely to be shortened by additional electron-phonon scattering. At room temperature, k B T ≈30meV and the deviation from the zerotemperature result is negligible in Bi 2 Se 3 with typical F ≈ 300meV, as can be seen from expansion of 1 x ln(1 + e x ) ≈ 1 + e −x /x in the limit of large x. Discussion and Experiment-With a chemical potential F = v F k F = 100 meV and v F ≈ 10 8 cm/s [26] , Eqn. 3 gives j 0 ≈ 3 A/cm. Therefore, to drive a currentinduced spin polarization of ≈1%, one must source a 2D current density of ≈ 3µA/µm. With a mobility of µ =1000 cm 2 /Vs [21] and charge density of 10 13 cm −2 , the TI has resistivity ρ = (nqµ) −1 ≈1 kΩ . The Joule power is then j 2 ρ ≈1W/cm 2 for 1% polarization. Likewise, 10% polarization demands ≈100W/cm 2 , which is certain to induce substantial heating. The bulk gap in many TIs is only several hundred meV or less, and hence they likely cannot be used in this regime without an intolerably high contribution from bulk conduction due to interband thermal excitation.
These parallel conducting channels from bulk-related carriers (either thermally generated or present from degenerate doping or interfacial band-bending) may or may not dilute the surface spin accumulation. The bulk spin Hall effect [2, 3] Conclusion-We have shown that the current-induced polarization in 2-dimensional topological surface states is, in general, much smaller than the polarization of conventional spin sources, i.e. conduction electrons in a typical metallic ferromagnet, which can easily be several tens of percent. However, our derivation ignores the further possibility that the measured open-circuit voltage signal is polluted by spurious effects and its physical interpretation is ambiguous to begin with. [25] Our experimental results on devices fabricated with topologicallytrivial metallic Au thin films reproduce nominally identical open-circuit voltage hysteresis seen with topological insulators, making that possibility entirely plausible. This obvious control experiment shows that there can be many deceptive sources of the magnetizationdependent open circuit voltage besides a spin-polarized topologically-protected surface state. To resolve the true origin of these signals, further work with alternative transport methods is required, and constitutes a topic entirely separate from specious issues of topology.
Even assuming that signals due to surface-state spin polarization can be disentangled from bulk spin Hall, Edelstein and proximity effects, we must conclude that the only apparent way to circumvent the essential limitation imposed by Eqn. 3 is to approach the chargeneutrality condition when chemical potential is close to the Dirac point. However, the total charge density is then simultaneously minimized, so that the TI surface can not provide many carriers regardless of their spin polarization. Ultimately, one struggles to justify the cost of high collateral power dissipation in a quest to generate a meager spin polarization. This is especially true when the generation mechanism itself remains ambiguous -as highlighted by our experiments showing identical measurements on completely trivial materials.
